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ABSTRACT
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) standards

for diversity in radio broadcasting apply only to news and public
affairs programingnot to entertainment programing. In addition, the
FCC has defined diversity solely in terms of what any one station
broadcasts regardless of what &her stationa in the same service area
way be programing. Diversity as a (loll of broadcast regulation can be
exaained in the context of three hypotheses: it is mandated by the
First Amendment; it is necessary to remedy a structurally deficient
syst,em of broedcasting: and it yields pluralistic programing, which
iG itself a "meritorious good." Of the three, the latter may be the
most significant according to economist Bruce Owen, who suggests,
however, that format duplication may increase consumer satisfaction.
Listeners who prefer a particular kind of programing comprise a
"community of taste" and these communities delineate a market's need
for pluralistic programing ever though a particular community of
taste may not be of enough economic interest to advertisers to
support a station. One solution might be for the FCC to establish
local boards to identify commun4_ties of taste and assign stations to
each. This would necessitate some form of subsidy for those stations
assigned ttnprofitable communities of taste. (1T3)
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. ACCOUNT STY AND BROADCAST DIVERSITY

A PROPOSAL FOR COMMUNITY CONTROL OF UDIO FORMATS

Of all the mass me'dia, radio is the most abundant. Both in

terms of the number of radio stations in operation (over 8,000)

and the number of radio receivers in use (more than 425 million),

radio today is as readily accessible as electricity. Although

the number of hours sp nt listening to radio has dwindled in the

last decade--due presumably to the increasing popularity of tele-

vision--r3dio remains a steadfast ally, the only truly "portable"

medium. 'To be sure, Americans purchased as many radios in 1976--

nearly 31.7 million--as they did in 1965.1

But radio isn't nearly as diverse as it is abundant. Even

in the majox markets, where large numbers of listeners can sup-

port more than a mere handful of "formats,"2 there is far more

abundance than diversity. Among Chicago's 64 radio stations, for

example, there are only 13 distinctive formats. While Chicago

accommodates 15 "middle-of-the-road" stations, not a single sta-

tion uses a "tol, 40" format.
3 Put another way, there are more

stations in Chicago using the same format than thers are differ-

ent formats. Nationally, there are only 14 distinguishable for-

mats (see Table 1).

Unhappily, given the dynamics of a competitive market and

the Federal Communications Commission's reluctance to interfere

with a licensee's discretion in the choice of format, format du-

plication is inevitable. That is, since format selection is

strictly a matter of "public acceptance" and "economic necessity,"

3



Format

2
TABLE 1

Number of Stations
Also characterized as Using Format*

Middle-of-the-Road

Country & Western

Top 40

Beautiful Music

Progressive

Religious

Black

Talk

Classical Concert, fine music, semi-
classicai serious music

Adult, adult contemporary,
bright, uptwmpo, good or easy
listening, standards enter-
tainment, conservative

Country, bluegrass,
countrypolitan, contemporary
country, modern country

2530

1850

Contemporary, rock, request, 1479
popular, hit parade

Good music, instrumental 602
music

Underground, hard rock, folk/ 551
album oriented rock (A01),
alternative, free form, pro-
greesive rock

Gospel, sacred, Christian, 485
inspirational

Rhythm and blues/ soul 248

Discussion, interview, 240
personality, informational

Golden Oldies

Jazz

All News

Ethnic/Foreign Language

Agricultural and Farm

213

Nostalgia, gold, solid gold, 174
solid gold rock/ classic gold

128

117

114

111

*Blocks of programming averaging more than420 hours per week
constitute a format; some stations use more than one format
and are counted more than once.

Source: Broadcastin9 Yearbook 7,979.
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4to quote the Conmission, lucrative formats are more likely to

be duplicated than challenged so long as the market share com-

manded by a duplicate format exceeds what a new or different for-

mat might attract.5 Even a truly unicue format--one which ser-

vices a loyal but less-than-profitable audience--can be abandoned

if broadcasters can demonstrate financial losses attributable to

the format itself.
6 In Chi.cago and elsewhere, it follows, only

economically viable formats will survive; format diversity,

therefore, reflects divergent interests and tastes only as mar-

ketplace forces dictate.

As a matter of principle, little can be said in opposition

to diversity; that would "seem to be an argvnlent against variety

and choice in a heteroc.:neous society distrustful of,centralized

decision making."7 As a matter of policy, however, little has

been done to remedy an inherently deficient marketplace; the FCC,

in particular, has been curiously lax in its effort to "secure

the maximum benefits of radio to all the people."8 Pluralistic

programming, Roland Hornet concludes in his recent study of com-

mUnications policymaking, "is an ideal to be saluted but hot im-

plemented."8

Beyond its attempt to reduce the amount of duplicated pro-

gramming between jointly-owned AM and FM stations/
10 the FCC's

commitment to variety and choice has been limited to intramedia

diversity--as opposed to intermedia diversxty--and only in regard

to news and public affairs programmin9.
11 Accordingly, broad-

casters are required to attend to an elaborate ascertainment-of-

community-issues procedure; they must accomIl. iate certain access
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rights in the name of fairness and eiluity; and when time for li-

cense renewal they must specify the percentages of programming

devoted to everything and anything except entertainment and

sports. In other words, diversity is defined solely in terms of

what any one station broadcasts, regardless of wtat other sta-

tions in the same service area may be programming; and diversity

is defined only in the context 'at nonentertainment programming,

as though a broadcaster's fiduCiAry responsibility--including a

federal mandate to broadcast in the "public interest, convenience,

and necessitv"--applies only to a small fraction of total pro-

gramming.

Deliberately, the FCC has established a "double standard"

apprcach to broadcast regulation, a policy intended to strike a

balance between, as the Supreme Court put it in 1940, "the pre-

servation of a free competitive broadcast system, on the one

hand, and the reasonable restriction of that freedom inherent in

the public interest standard provided in the Communications Act,

on the other."
12

Ergo, the FCC's programming policy:

...with respect to the provision of news, public

affairs, and otber informational services to the

community, we have required that broadcasters con-

duct thorough surveys designed to assure familiar-

ity with community problems and then develop pro-

gramming responsive to those identified needs.

In coatrast, we have generally left entertainment

programmirri decisions to the licensee or applicant's

judgment an'd competitive marketplace forces.
13



Precisely why the Commission eecided the balance should be

struck "with entertainment programming in one pan," the Court of

Appeals lamented, "and everything else in the other is not clear.
.14

That broadcasters will offer entertainment fare "to fill whatever

void is left by the programming of other stations,"15 as the Com-

mission reasoned, runs counter to the available evidence. That

First Amendment considerations justify non-intervention in enter-

tainment programming--another FCC rationale--is similarly lame:

"familiar First Amendment concepts would," the Court of Appeals

suggested, "indicate a lesser--not a greater--governmental role

in matters affecting news, public affairs, and religious pro-

gramming. 16

In sum, fcrmat diversity--or a lack thereof--has not been

subject to regulatory scrutiny. Prodiversity policy focuses on

nonentertainment programming and is intended to achieve only

intramedia diversity. To realize radio's potential--to convert

abundance into diversity--thus requires a fundamental shift in

policy and a fully novel approach to radio regulation. Before

discussing changes in policy and ways of imolementing such pol-

icy, however, it will bv useful to examine in greater detail the

desirability of diversity.

A Rationale for Diversity: Three Hypotheses

Borrowing liberally from the work of economist Bruce Owen,

diversity as a goal of broadcast regulation can be examined in

the context of three alternativethough not mutually exclusive--

hypotheses: (1) Diverscty is the goal of freedom of expression
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and is thus mandated by the First Amendment; (2) Diversity is

necessary to remedy a structurally deficient system of broad-

casting; and (3) Diversity yields pluralistic programming, which

is a "meritorious good." None of these hypotheses, however, is

likely to satisfy all the demands of an ideal or perfect system

of broadcasting. The task here, then, is to decide only which

hypothesis is likely to minimize the risk of undesirable conse-

quences. Broadly conceived, the question is: "What is diversity

and why should it be an important goal of communications pol-

icy?"
17

The First Amen,pment Hypothesis

That diversity is the goal of freedom of expression and is

thus mandated by the First Amendment translates into the issue

of access. The access issue, in turn, centers on two fundamen-

tally different--and often conflicting--nrights": the producer's

right to be heard and the consumer's right to hear. In its

broadest terms the question is, as ;chmidt phrases it, whethef

"the First Amendment, in essence, states a constitutional policy

in favor of the broadest diversity of expression, and nothing

more, or whether the First Amendment guarantees individual (or

institutional autonomy) from government regulation with respect

to the content of expression?"18

According to the Supreme Court, listeners of radio and view-

ers of television--in contrast to consumers of print media--do

indeed have a right to hear. As the Court made clear in Red Lion,

it is the right of the consumer, not the right of the producer,
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which is paramount. Broadcast media ought Lo function "consist-

ently with the ends and purposes of the First Imendment"; and the

purposes of the First Amendment, the Court ruled, is to preserve a

fair and robust marketplace of ideas. Thus, the right to hear:

"It is the right of the public to receive suitable access to so-

cial,political, esthetic, moral, and other ideas."19

As appealing as the Court's interpretation of the First

Amendment may be, however, it fails to appreciate'the important

distinction between an uninhibited marketplace and a diverse or

"balanced" marketplace. To guarantee the latteras the CcYArt

attempts to do in Red Lion--necessarily impairs the former.

Simply put, protecting freedom of express.Lon may foster diversity

but fosterina diversity does not protect freedom of expression.
20

Thus, the folly of the Supreme Court's decision lies not in de-

siring a robuet marketplaee but in viewing such a marketplace as

a Constitutional imperative.

There is, in short, no necessary connection between freedom

of expression and diversity. Moreover, it is unlikely that the

First Amendment can accommodate both freedom of expression (the

right to be heard) and diversity (the right to hear). "It is

doubtful," Owen concludes, "that the First Amendment reallv con-

tains an implied right to hear' distinct from freedom of expres-

sion. The whole concept of such a right, and its exercise, runs

counter to the most basic notions of freedom of expressiOn, pre-

cisely because the institutional arrangements implied by the

first requires subjugation of the second."
20 That freedom for

producers may be good for consumers hardly justifies substituting

-ri



diversity for freedOm af expression.

Hypothesis

While the FCC favors the marketplace as "the best available

means for providing diversity,"22 the Court of Appeals believes

that marketplace forces--especially the dominant role advertis-

ing plays in commercial radio--may generate a mix of programming

"inhetently inconsistent" with broadcasting's public interest

mandate.
23

That is, since broadcasters produce programs to fac-

ilitate the consumption of advertising, consumer preferences are

either distorted or ignored. The structural deficiency hypothe-

sis thus posits a bias against diversity due to economic incen-

tives wholly unrelated 4- consumer tastes.

Radio is free to the consumer in tbe sense that the indivi-

dual listener does not have the opportunitg' to express-prefer-

ences by purchasing--or not purchasing--paiticular programs (or

formats). Also, with no ability to purchase, there is no reason- ,

able measure of the intensity of preferences, which is ordinarily

interpreted as the economic value of a program.

Instead, advertisers pay for programming by buyeing "desir-

able" audiences. More importantly, advertisers have an opport-

unity to express the intenity of their preferences by assessing

the value of a given audience. Quantitatively as well as qualit-

atively, advertisers decide how much an audience is worth and,

by so doing, advertisers--not consumers--establish the value of

programming. The range of desirable audiences thus dictates the

range of "acceptable" formats.

41 0
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Clearly, so long as broadcasters are engaged in the produc-

tion and sale of audiences, format selection is more likely to

reflect advertiser iaterest in aadiences than consumer interest

in programs. Therefore, it could be argued, Owen hypothesizes,

that a policy favoring diversity may result in a mix of program-

ming which more nearly approximates tle conditions which would

obtain in a free market than would the advertising mechanism,

operating without constraints." 24 However, Owen finds no sound

theoretical 1-,son for little empirical support for supposing

that approximating a free market will yield more diversity.
25

In fact, consumer preferences may not be at odds with advertiser

preferences; it may well be that advertisers are not responding
ek,

to economic incentives wholly unrelated to consumer tastes.

In so far as the intensity of preferences is concerned,

there is an inevitable bias against products for which demand is

insensitive to price. Because of the problem of fixed costs,

even if consumers paid directly for programs, broadcasters might

be biased against small groups of listeners with iltense prefer-

ences.
26

Accordingly, an advertiser-supported system of broadcasting

may be inefficient in an economic sense and minority tastes may

be systematically discriminated against, but it is sheer will-

fulness to'conclude that it is deficient in regard to diversity.

The Merit Good Hypothesis

A format may be preferred--and preferred intensely--but still
*61

be economically unviable because its audience is too small or be-

cause the aidience's demographic.; are of little interest to

11
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advertisers. flne reason for requiring the production of such a

format is because pluralistic programtning is itself desirable;

a format produced only because it is good for the public is

called a "meritorious good," a type of programming whose societal

value transcends its economic worth,. The merit good hypothesis

thus proposes a system of broadcasting responsive to the inten-

sity of consumer preferences without regard to economic conse-

quences.

From a merit gooa perspective, diversity is defined in non-

economic terMs. Diversity is good and thus desirable only to

the extent that it serves the needs of a pluralistic society;
27

diverse programming--or a diversity of formats--can be .;t1stified

only as it fosters cultural pluralism. The concept of diversity,

therefore, is essentially normative in that it requires consen-

sus on questions of value: what kinds of programming will best

meet the needs of a culturally plural society?

In Owen's evaluation, the merit good argument emerges as the

sole justifiction for having diversity as a goal of communica-

tions policy.
28 The merit good hypothesis may appear less at-

tractive than the other hypotheses because of its emphasis on

programming that "ought" to exist, but its conclusions follow

logically from its premises. Whether plurElistic programming

of a merit nature will bring about consequences more undeSirable

than desirable is certainly subject to speculation; at the very

least, however, the hypothesis deserves further attention.

12
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Rational Preferences and Communities of Taste

The ambiguity of the phrase "format diversi y" should be of

concern to policymakers, Owen suggests, if they intend to dis-.

tinguish between diversity within a given format and diversity

among different formats. If ctiversity.means only the number of

objectively distinguishable formats, the degree of diversity may

be understated:

....consumers can and do have preferen6es among

stations which have similar formits. All stations

with the same format do not have identical programs.

Stations with the same music format will have dif-

ferent non-music programs and advertising, to say

nothing of announcer personalities. Consumers do

not allocate themselves at random among stations

with the same format. There is some increase in

consumer satisfaction associated with the addition

of a new station within a given, already occupied,

format.
29

What Owen's analysis neglects, however, is the r6lative rat-

ionality of consumer preferences. It is true, as Owen points out,

1.

that format duplication may increase consumer satisfaction. .But

it does not necessarily follow that diversity ,within formats is

as desirable as diversity among formats. For the crux of the

issue rests not ml the preferred format or format variation but

on the nature of the preference.

13
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-Chosing one program or format over another can be a more or

les* rational choice, depending on the "feeling of loss" conse-

quent on not being able to make the choice. In its simplest

terms, if a listener had no choice but to listen to format A in-

stead of format B, would the listener feel worse off?
30 The

greater the feeling of loss, the more rational the preference.

Using a continuum from "rational" to "irrational"--rather than

dichotomizing the terms--it can be deMonstrated that preferences

for a distinguishable or unique format are likely to he more

rational than preferences fcr a duplicated format.

Typically, listeners who rationally prefer a particular kiLd

of programming comprise what might be called a "community of

taste." These communities of taste, as such, delineate a market's

need for pluralistic programming. Since rational preferences are

a first order priority in that they should be accommodated before

irrational pre-ferences are accommodated, there is a need for div-

ersity among formats before there is a need for dimersity within

formats. Additionally, variety and choice in formats can best

serve the needs of communities of taste through intermedia diver-

sity rather than intramedia diversity. In an effort to aid com-

munities in developing their owr, "listenincj traditions,
.31 indi-

,

vidual radio stations should become specialized and separate.

ComMunity Control of Radio Formats

Not 1.4nlike the decentralized system of broadcasting in West

Germany, which allows for the organization and regulation of

broadcasting on a local level,
32 the FCC might establish local

14
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radio boards for purposes of idetifying communities of taste.

Identifying ttese communities may require an instrument more so--

phisticated than the ascertainment survey now required of broad-

casters, but the task is manageable. These boards would exist on

a market-by-market basis, elected or appoirted for, say, a three

to five year term; their principal responsibility would be to as-
.

sign stations to their respective communities and review each

station's performance on a 2bst hoc basis only. In practice,

there would be no reed to assign formats--thus encouraging in-

novation; how a s'_Ltion serves its community can be left to the

discretion of the licensee.

The only remainin7 obstacle is economic: how to "protect"

unprofitable formats and thus unprofitable stations?

To avoid excessive sameness in formats, there is a need to

protect unprofitable formats in much the same way--and for essen-

tially the sz.me reason--the Carroll doctrine protects nonremun-

erative public affairE prcgramming on television.
33

While the

Carroll doctrine protects existincl television stations against

new competition by regulating entry, economically unviable ralio

formats require some form of subsidization from stations in the

same market whose profits exceed a given percentage. Specifi-

cally, stations serving large and demographically appealing com-

munities might lease their frequencies, while stations servicing

less appealing communities would either receive a licensee lease-

free or with a subsidy; as Posner describes it this would be a

form of "taxation by regulation."
34

15
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